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Compendium Railway 
Vehicle Maintenance
The compendium describes the 
technologies, methods, processes and 
systems of modern maintenance 
technology for railway vehicles. 

1st edition 2020, Author: Wolfgang Rösch, 
80 pages, Hardcover, 
ISBN 978-3-96245-203-2, 
Print with E-Book Inside € 42,-* 
www.pmcmedia.com/vehiclemaineng

Railfreight.eu
The business compendium freight railways

The new business compendium portrays
600 European freight railways and 
delivers an overview for locomotive and 
wagon rental companies as well as rail 
forwarding companies.

1st edition 2020, Editors: Karl Arne Richter, 
Martin Henke, 746 pages, Hardcover, 
Language: German,  ISBN 978-3-96245-215-5, 
Print with E-Book Inside € 58,-*
www.pmcmedia.com/railfreighteueng

WITH
E-BOOK 
INSIDE

Detlev K. Suchanek, Managing Partner, 
PMC Media House GmbH

Railway Signalling and
Interlocking
The 3rd edition of the international 
compendium documents the principles 
and today’s technologies of 
international signalling technology. 

3rd edition 2019, Editors: Gregor Theeg, 
Sergej Vlasenko, 552 pages, 
Hardcover, ISBN 978-3-96245-169-1, 
Print with E-Book Inside € 79,-*
www.pmcmedia.com/signallingeng

Order your copy at

www.pmcmedia.com/en

E-Book only
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Rolling Stock 
in the Railway System

This unique reference book in three volumes 
currently provides the most comprehensive 
description of rail vehicle technology: from 
construction to operation, from historical 
development to the current state of the art.

1st complete edition 2020, Editors: Éric 
Fontanel, Reinhard Christeller, 1515 pages, 
Hardcover, ISBN 978-3-96245-204-9, 
complete printed set in 3 volumes € 278,-*
www.pmcmedia.com/rollingstockeng

Single volumes at € 69,-* each available as: 

Expertise for your success:  
Railway specialist books 
by experts – for experts
PMC Media House provides expertise in the transport and 
mobility sectors, with specialist books, anniversary and 
special publications in print, digital and online.

In this ad we present an excerpt from our publishing programme
2020/21 with new publications and proven basic works. 

You can also make our publications available in your 
company network and meet the requirements of more 
flexible workplaces and locations in a cost-effective way. 
For more information please visit this page: 
www.pmcmedia.com/licenses
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Many books are also available as: 

Track Compendium

The Track Compendium is rightly regarded 
as THE standard work on the subjects of 
the track system, substructure, maintenance 
and economic efficiency. For a long time 
it was only available as an e-book, but now 
some printed copies are available again! 

2nd edition 2011, Author: Bernhard Lichtberger, 
625 pages, Hardcover, 
ISBN 978-3-96245-096-0, Print 68,-*
www.pmcmedia.com/trackcompendeng

Also available as: 

Optimisation of Mechanised
Maintenance Management
This book discusses the optimisation of 
infrastructure maintenance management 
and provides a model with selection 
criteria for maintenance machines and their 
features for the prevailing circumstances.

1st edition 2019, Author: Leon Zaayman, 
280 pages, Hardcover, 
ISBN 978-3-96245-165-3, 
Print with E-Book Inside € 68,-* 
www.pmcmedia.com/optimisation-
maintenanceeng

New Releases in the ABSTRACT series
Each book including E-Book € 29,-*

An Introduction to ETCS
This ABSTRACT offers you
• a compact introduction to the structure and operation of ETCS
• an overview of operating modes and technical components
• a preparatory reading for tasks in project planning, development and application of ETCS
More information: www.pmcmedia.com/introetcseng

BIM Applications for Track Maintenance
More information: www.pmcmedia.com/bimtrackeng

Communications-Based Train Control (CBTC)
More information: www.pmcmedia.com/abstractcbtceng

WITH
E-BOOK 
INSIDE

Visit our online platform
trackopedia.info 
The biggest online encyclopedia for track works 
and technology of the permanent way.

The online portal offers lexicon-like comprehensive 
and in-depth knowledge on the subject of track 
construction and infrastructure technology.

www.trackopedia.info
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